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Abstract
In the last few decades, emerging hyper-competitive era has increased the demand of information system and technology on human resource management for competitiveness. The revolution of information system and technology is completely and rapidly redefining the way of things are done in almost every field of human activity. Many firms are looking for utilizing the two elements (human resources and information system) as strategic weapons to compete. In particular, information system is demonstrated for human resource management that referred as human resource information system (HRIS). The HRIS is an integrated system mostly used to collect data, govern, record and to deliver and present data for human resource and hence promotes and transforms appropriateness of transforming human resource performance. This paper focuses on the impact of information system on transformation of human resource performance, the case of Oromia radio and television organization in Ethiopia. Both literature studies and interviews were done in this study to accrue information.
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1. Introduction
The human resource industry has revolutionized the contemporary workplace
with the addition of information technology. Human resource professionals, recently, have increased capacity in order to gather information. In addition, they are also highly capable to store and retrieve it in a timely and efficacious manner. The HR transformation is a process of reconstructing the HR function to the adeptness and the motive of the organization. To catch the desire success, HR can become a true partner of any type of organization. The intent of HR transformation is not simply to improve the efficiency of processes but to improve the function’s effectiveness. It addresses entire elements of HR including its structure and demonstration, employee deployment, use of technology, processes designing, service delivery and so on. As this HR transformation helps to increase the efficiency of the organization and also, respectively, boosts up the effectiveness of management functions. In every HR department, HRIS has an effective streamline administrative function to reach the goal of HR performance transformation. In a consequence, the HRIS is now deliberated an integral part of every organization [1]. An effective HRIS data that would have on particular office personnel can include training accomplished, rewards received, projects participated and completed successfully, level of education acquired, work proficiency, competencies, etc. The HR department can make a contribution by analyzing these data onto strategy formation of an organization.

Recently, some significant changes have been noticed that, HR professionals now concentrate more on business strategic issue with the top managers instead of interacting with employee management [2] [3]. This extensive movement towards the HR function can strongly be illustrated as simple as “changing”, but “transformation” instead. It employs reinvention, reposition, and renovation of the HR functions’ activity and obligation [4]. The personnel of HR takes part in various transformative projects to accomplish the transformation [4]. For example, reforming the work methods and HRM system, reconstructing service delivery process, and managing cultural change can play a vital role in this circumstance. To be compatible with such challenging activities, the HR personnel may elevate their management proficiency to enhance the transformation by useful techniques [5] that might improve leadership and exceed any obstacles to make sure right direction [6]. After ensuring these parameters, the transformative activities can earn positive effect and enhance the performance of the organization. HR professionals are better able to handle large amounts of information efficiently by deploying information technology that might bring efficiencies to the administrative HR.

However, no researchers have been done earlier in Oromia radio and television organization in Ethiopia on the area of impact of information system/IT on transformation of human resource performance, therefore, there is still a gap. In this regard, we contribute to understanding the impact of information system/IT on transformation of human resource performance, particularly in Oromia radio and TV Organization. Information system/IT has also enhanced government work via reliable infrastructure, skilled human resources, open government and
other essential issues of capacity building and also developing centres to improve IT capabilities especially at top, middle and low level management.

This research is concerned with the impact of information system/IT on transformation of human resource performance, the case of Oromia radio and television organization: Oromia Radio and TV organization are one of the state media among all media which were found in Ethiopia. It has been established under the Proclamation No. 113/2006 of the Oromia regional council in Oromia region Adama town, making Oromia radio and television organization an independent legal entity of broadcast section. The organization is accountable to the council of Oromia national regional state, with its head quarter Finfinne (Addis Ababa), the nation capital.

2. Transformation of the HR Function

The trade world is turning to high demand by cumulative competition and globalization in the world business, the claiming of rising competency for long term development, and the advancement of productivity to gain market share. These kind of demands have compelled organizations to reconsider how they can keep or attain their competitive advantage in the continuous transforming market environment through utilizing the best use of their man power [7]. In addition, there are other parameters are tending organizations to revise their HR function to fill up the demands of the strategic business and the consequence corporate success, such as changing business environment, customer gratification, diversity of management, and prosperity of knowledge and technology [4] [8]. These driving capacities influence the HR function to amplify under the pressure on environment and to eliminate the downside of existing systems.

People always play vital role in order to bring success of business. In the progression of international trade, the workforce can be classified based on universal variables as gender, socio-economic status, geography, and generation gaps [9]. For instance, the raising number of aging people in the developed countries and changing values of the new generation of the under-developing countries must require elementary change of the tasks of the personnel management [10]. The diverse value and multi-cultural working environment can be ensured by the multi classifications of worker where the HR professionals must have to take steps to build up harmonious atmosphere in organization and broadly admissible work values.

The improvement to technology is the last driven force for HR transformation function. In order to enhance the business competence requires technology through various aspects. For instance, technology might help to modify the management of information and also reduce the burden of handling and revealing information of human resource department. The advancement and rapid changes of technology also lead the HR personnel to update with new skills through education, or hiring expert HR professionals’ who has certain IT ability in those fields. A survey (interview) was conducted by Yeung et al. (1994) [11],
reveals that a significant number of companies (more than half of the companies) who use the HRIT systems that is integrated their database and their information system provide much better information and easier access to analyse the collected data to their managers and personnel. In consequence, another informatics research was conducted by Sagie and Weisberg (2001) [9] on HR function in different companies in Israel. The report reveals that the HR department has been divided into two parts on basis of technology levels: the high-tech and low-tech sectors. The high-tech sector concentrates on the strategic issues and low-tech focus on consecutive tasks. The operation of HR requires to synthesise itself in order to increase the advantage of using HRIT.

Depending on the meaning of changes, Appelbaum and Wohl (2000) [4] describe the word transformation. They come to the point that both change and transformation are committing something different from prior circumstance. Changing payoff progresses in specific areas when such exchange is necessary. The aim of changing should already exist and the result of change is to make things different or even improved. In constraint, transformation concentrates on discovering new things that completely new instead of improving as they noted that gradual transformation define as “reinvention”. So it could be mentioned that transformation forces for discovering new context to make thing work better. According to Stockport (2000) [7], the transformation is also a kind of variation but more fundamental, and more likely to occur internally, concerning an organization. This kind of transformation may appear in the systems, structures, employees or culture. According to the etymology, a transformation in HR function can be explained into two aspects: in the first place, the main tasks of HR experts have altered. A tardy and gradual change in HR department, by changing its construction, or out-sourcing the entire HR department [6] [12], happens to meet the need of the organization [10] [13]. The basic administration, the centre of the HR work is no longer, though it tends toward the management expert to the consulate and tactics aspects. In the second place, it is an alternative to administration level. An excellent evident change is typically the engaging of line office manager and employees into the staffing issue along together with the human resource experts.

To conclude, transformation is a kind of business processes that alters the duties and broads the participations of actors in HR function, and that commits HRM focusing more on tactical, value-creating activities for the long-term stability.

3. Human Resource Information System (HRIS)

Nowadays, HRIS is deployed Human Resource Management and Information Technology in one frame. Latest progressions of technology are collaborating to establish real-time information-based, self-service, and interactive work environment. Personnel information systems have developed from the robotic employee record keeping from the 1960s into more elaborate reporting and deci-
sion systems of late [14]. Today, managers and employees are pretending activities once deliberated the ambit of human resource professionals and administrative personnel. This not only represents a substantial disruption with the past, but also an enhancement of overall organizational effectiveness. Therefore, given the authority and relevant accessible information for decision-making, both managers and employees respond more quickly to changes [15] [16]. Kovach et al., (1999) presented the three major functional components in any HRIS by giving the model in Figure 1. The Input functions receive the personnel information into the HRIS. In the past, data entry was only the one way, but now a day, scanning technology permits scanning and storage of actual image off an original document, which includes signatures and handwritten notes together. The maintenance functions work to improve and provide new data to the database after data have been moved into the information system.

In particular, the most noticeable function of HRIS, is the output production. According to Kovach et al., (1999) [16], to produce valuable output for computer users, the HRIS need to process all output by making the necessary calculations, and formatting the particular presentation in a method that might be understood. Additionally, for individuals who have already used HRIS, most of them can’t realize its complete benefits. In his one survey Towers Perrin identified that just 3% was speeding up HR’s transformation to the strategic partner and just 5% fully accomplished this objective; one more 35% had simply partially achieved that aim, even though 80% associated with participants affirmed employee self-services ability to lower FIR costs (Ibid). HRIS allows in recording in addition to examining employees and company information and documents, for example employee hand books, unexpected emergency evacuation and safety processes [17]. Additionally, it assists the companies to keep an appropriate, complete and update data base that can be reclaimed through reports and instructions.

4. Human Resource Information System on HR Function Transformation

HRIS feature is a combination of human resource management (HRM) and Information Technology. However, HRIS systems may depend on integrated hardware resources operationally, a group of tech experts lying within the personnel department increasingly manage, support, and maintain them. HRIS assist for planning, administration, decision-making, and controlling the HR activities.

The HRIS system can be used for various purposes including employee enrolment and allocation, payroll, retirement fund, and benefits management, intake and training projections, career-pathing, equity monitoring, productivity evaluation and so on. Figure 2 shows the overall benefits of Human resource information system [18].

To increase administrative efficiency and produce reports capable of improving decision-making uses these information systems [14]. Since 1990s, HR has
been evolved in the application of Human resource information system, the effects of information and technology on HRM are increasing over the last few years [19]. In order to justify its power of conducing, the overall performance of organization, human resource information system/IT supports the fundamental transformations regarding the HR function. If we think about the impact of HRIS on the human resource regular operations, many researchers have experimented HRIS from its functions (i.e. the online recruiting system, online selection system, online performance evaluation and e-compensation system) and indicated that HRIT can have both positive and negative impacts on human resource function [20]. According to the exploration on these functions, the perception of HRIS power on the transformation of human resource function can propagate from the information flows, social interaction systems, perceived individuals control and system adaptation [21] [22].

The program of HRIS can improve the information flows dramatically, as it possesses users much more effectively to gather, publish and access the informa-
For instance, if we talk about the recruitment system, inquiry HRIS can make the candidates flexible to be acquired information about jobs and to access to the HR professionals without the direct face-to-face interview. In addition, HRIS is able to provide quicker response to employees, and develop the assisting capacity of an organization.

The sharing information among the different departments can assist the human resource experts holding the entire and perfect information on developing methods. There are still some limitations on this aspect, although HRIS is developing an organization’s capability on data collection and management system. For example, the e-performance management system might not have included the all the behavioural measurements of the employees as the HRIS may measure the quantity but not the quality [23]. HRIS allows the HR experts to manipulate a large amount of data set ensuring very prominent accuracy. It is concerned to be the ideal way to increase the utility of HR function is the automation of HRIS. In contrast, in some special cases, the traditional methods may work better and more useful as HRIS may failed to provide satisfactory outcome [24]. Thinking of its capacity of causing the overall contribution to organization, HRIS helps the essential transformations with regards to the HR performance.

5. Hypothesis

The powerful Information System/IT programs are connected together with the developing involvement in HR experts on typically the role of change agent and the strategic function of business [24]. The greater frequent usage of IS-supported human resources programs, the more efficient on tactical issue associated with the HR function [25]. These people argue that the HRIS permits HR experts in order to conduct wide range of information along with high speed and dependability, which causes much better effective information management.

It offers HR experts to focus more on the particular time needed to direct their attempt towards more business critical and strategic level tasks, such as development of leadership and talent management. HRIS provides a great scope for HR to play a more strategic role, through their capability to develop metrics that can be used to corroboration strategic decision-making [26]. In order to our proposed hypothesis as follows:

**H1: Information system/IT have significant effect on human resource performance.**

HRIS is conducted towards the HR department itself [27]. However, the exercise of HRIS can provide a lot of advantages not only to the HR function, but also line managers, and the wider organization [28]. Typically the usages of HRIS have been advocated as a possibility for HR specialists to become strategic companions with top management. To make more proficient, HRIS permit HR function that provides better information on decision making [29]. The usages of the HRIS would decrease the cost of HR by automatically manipulating information and assist to decrease the demand of large numbers of HR employees;
by assisting employees controlling their own personal information, and permitting managers to access corresponded information, conduct analysis, make decisions, and communicate with others without taking advice from HR specialists [30] [31]. Thus, we propose the hypothesis as follows:

**H2: A human resource information system supports/has significant impact on the transformation of human resource performance.**

The particular electronic inter-connectivity between two or more companies has become the competitive necessity to decrease the cost and improve solutions [32]. With the utilization of IT, companies have been able to incorporate their internal activities as well as external functions, therefore improving the ability to deal with the particular superior requirements of customers and the quality standards of goods [33] [34]. Due to the fact of using networks, shared databases, and other related info systems have been regarded as important for eliminating replicate activities, stopping errors, decreasing cycle time of product development, and increasing inter-organizational communications, companies have not reorganized the advantages of information system. Thus, we propose the hypothesis as follows.

**H3: There is perception and ability of using information system/IT and human resource information system in employees.**

### 6. Research Method

**Interview:**

In conducting this study, the researcher made an attempt to use both primary and secondary methods of data source in order to come up with more comprehensive information. The crucial data for this study were collected with the application of mainly the primary data sources including structured and unstructured interview online.

The question which the researchers were addressed to those respondents was focused on the Impact on information system on transformation of human resource performance. The study was used both qualitative and quantitative research approach. The researcher used descriptive type of qualitative methods; since the researcher were describing the opinions and feelings of respondents. In addition, the cross-sectional methods have been used because of researcher contact the respondents once by interviewing using online. The technique the researcher used in this study was non probability sampling techniques to gate quality of information from the employees. Among the employees of the organization, the researchers were selected 20 employees purposively based on management level, like top level management, middle level management and low level management. Among those, 4 (20%) of respondents were top level managers, 7 (35%) were middle level, while 9 (45%) were low level.

This research work is primarily interested in ascertaining the impact of information system/IT on transformation of human resource performance, the case of Oromia radio and television organization in Ethiopia.
**Choices of Respondents:**

The choices of respondents for this research were chosen from the particular individuals who have been involved in the Human Recourse Information System of Oramia Radio and Television Organization. Being part of HRIS, we believed that participants would be able to provide details of the information which would be relevant for this study. These types of interviews were based upon the specific problems that are mentioned. In this research, structured interviews were used by conducting direct face-to-face, telephone, and e-mail interviews, a much better understanding of problems plus the current situation associated with the case are acquired.

Typically, the interview time was roughly an hour or so, the time various from 40 minutes to be able to 90 minutes. In addition, sound recording was carried out by a recorder gadget to be able to support arranging the particular information further when we wrote in the study paper and, also, to avoid misunderstanding in the future. The drawbacks with selecting qualitative research are that typically the collected data could possibly be prejudiced.

**7. Results**

To improve the efficiency and capability of the organization, the transformation process of HR has shown the direction to provide higher quality services. The future trend of HR function is to widely utilize Information system or information technology. The researcher proposed three hypotheses to be tested in this study to arrive at the meaningful conclusion. The proposed hypothesis was expected to provide a clear picture of impact of information system on transformation of human resource performance in Oromia radio and television organization. **Figure 3** illustrates the impact of IS on transformation of HR performance in ORTO.

![Figure 3. The impact of IS on transformation of HR performance in ORTO.](image-url)
Over 65% of the respondents were of the opinions that, information system are important on human resource performance in Oromia radio and television organization.

Majority of respondents (85%) of respondents were strongly believed that human resource information system is important.

Large number of respondents (55%) was leveled the utilization of human resource information system as very high and high.

Over (90%) respondents believed that the implementation of human resource information system brought change in improving the working environment of organization.

Around half of the respondents (50%) responded as neutral that importance of human resource information system on management decision making in Oromia radio and television organization.

Majority of respondents (60%) opinion revealed that human resource information system plays significant role in terms of cost saving.

Around half (50%) respondents agreed that human resource information system effectively decreases the time spent on daily activities of employees in Oromia radio and television organization.

More than half (55%) of respondents’ opinion showed that human resource information system plays role in eliminating paper forms that are much slower and with lower probability of errors.

Among 45% of respondent’s response that human resource information system has effectively improved their ability to share information between workers at medium level.

**Hypothesis Testing:**

**Hypothesis 1: Information system/IT have significant effect on human resource performance.**

Figure 4 shows that 65% of the respondent’s response that the role of information system on transformation of human resource performance is extremely very high, 25% response that at very high level, while 10% answered as high. However, the survey showed that majority of the respondents believed that the role of Information system on human resource performance is extremely very high. In according to the unstructured questions results, majority of respondents respond that, human resource information system benefited their organization in different ways like: in improving accuracy, the provision of timely and quick access to information and in saving costs and also benefited them in several administrative and strategic advantages. In the following way the hypothesis is accepted.

**Hypothesis 2: A human resource information system supports/has significant impact on the transformation of human resource performance.**

From Figure 5 and Figure 6, the researcher finds that, 100% of respondents believe human resource information system have impact or plays crucial role in transformation of human resource performance. As of the data obtained from
Figure 4. Role of information system on human resource performance.

Figure 5. Importance of HRIS on management decision making.

Figure 6. Positive impact of HRIS on transformation of HR performance.
the respondents using unstructured interview, the majority of interviewed answered that, in order to transform human resource performance by enabling easiest access and convenient work environment to make the day to day transactions/activities across different departments and employees by making efficient and effective work process. From the above data we can conclude that, Human resource information system plays a significant role in transforming the human resource performance. Thus, the hypothesis is accepted.

**Hypothesis 3: There is ability/knowledge of using information system/IT and human resource information system in employees.**

**Figure 7** demonstrates that 60% of respondents answered that their ability/knowledge of using information system/IT at (very strong and strong) level. 30% of respondents are sure that their knowledge of using Information system/IT is at medium level, while 10% of respondents respond at poor level. From the result it was showed that majority of the respondent’s ability of using Information system/IT is strong. Thus, the hypothesis is accepted.

8. Limitations and Future Direction

This research work was based on the impact of Information system/IT on transformation of human resource performance in Oromia radio and television organization which was based in Ethiopia, Oromia region as case study. In conducting this research, the researcher faced lack of budget (finance), due to this reason, the researcher forced to conduct and gather data online via. If there have been allocated enough budget, the researcher would travel and present physically to the study area and could collect enough data from more employees.

Consequently, a cross-disciplinary research group should be employed in order researchers from both technologies side and business side can try to understand from one another to alleviate the knowledge gap, also to find out the new chance of technology software to improve the business.
Simultaneously, investigation should be provided for the organization to observe how employees in the world industry expand their expertise border to fully equip the particular HRIS platform, and also to smooth the transformation process what can be done, in order that it can be revolved around technology-driven into business-objective-driven. Finally, HRIT becomes a progressively significant factor of modification of human resource efficiency, researchers should concentrate their particular perception of the advantages and threats that HRIT brings.

9. Conclusions

Based on the study of HR managers of Oramia radio and television organization, the result concerning of HRIS is much impressive. Human resource information system plays a vital role in strategic HR tasks in this organization. That changes the management means of traditional HRM, permits these kinds of administrational mobility can bring out at any stage without further barrier-leading and line management, employee’s self-management and foreign authority. Apart from working with the info transaction, the strategy of human resources works such as workplace studying, job management, business procedure reengineering, and so on is heading in order to be better flourished and adopted along with the HRIT application, which usually supports human resource function as an even more useful position.

The majority of respondents assure that as human resource information system plays a great role in time and cost saving and also improving the working environment of the organizations. So, human resource information system plays a key role in improving and transforming human resource performance. Generally, the digitization of HRIS has resulted in a good integrated database of HR files, position documents, employee records, catalog files, work analysis plus design files, affirmative action files, health and safety documents, and many others related to HR are built in a coordinated way using database management techniques software, to ensure that application can generate reports through any or all of the documents. Therefore, the human resource administration can generate reports listing possibly internal individuals for open positions simply by running an application system that queries position documents, skills catalog files, plus job requirements files. Sustaining human resource data in a variety of personal databases is less successful than storing it in one database and having all applications access the data as needed.
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